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Figure 1: An overview of the core components of AlgoBo and TeachYou. The Reflect-Respond pipeline enables AlgoBo to
create responses following its evolving knowledge state while Mode-shifting guides LBT conversations through knowledge-
building questions that ask “why” and “how”. The Teaching Helper in TeachYou analyzes conversations in real-time and gives
metacognitive feedback and suggestions on teaching methods.
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ABSTRACT
This work investigates large language models (LLMs) as teachable
agents for learning by teaching (LBT). LBT with teachable agents
helps learners identify knowledge gaps and discover new knowl-
edge. However, teachable agents require expensive programming
of subject-specific knowledge. While LLMs as teachable agents can
reduce the cost, LLMs’ expansive knowledge as tutees discourages
learners from teaching. We propose a prompting pipeline that re-
strains LLMs’ knowledge and makes them initiate “why” and “how”
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questions for effective knowledge-building. We combined these
techniques into TeachYou, an LBT environment for algorithm learn-
ing, and AlgoBo, an LLM-based tutee chatbot that can simulate
misconceptions and unawareness prescribed in its knowledge state.
Our technical evaluation confirmed that our prompting pipeline
can effectively configure AlgoBo’s problem-solving performance.
Through a between-subject study with 40 algorithm novices, we
also observed that AlgoBo’s questions led to knowledge-dense con-
versations (effect size=0.71). Lastly, we discuss design implications,
cost-efficiency, and personalization of LLM-based teachable agents.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and
tools; • Applied computing→ Interactive learning environ-
ments.
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AI
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1 INTRODUCTION
Interactive learning activities involve learners actively collabo-
rating with peers or engaging with computer systems to deepen
their comprehension of a specific topic [54, 87]. Compared to pas-
sive learning activities (e.g., reading text passages without doing
anything else), interactive learning activities (e.g., pair program-
ming, peer teaching) can elicit the deepest level of understand-
ing by encouraging learners to elaborate their explanations and
construct new knowledge on top of each other through conver-
sations [15, 17, 18, 26, 82, 83]. One form of interactive learning is
Learning by Teaching (LBT), where learners tutor a peer learner
and exchange questions to reorganize their knowledge and identify
knowledge gaps.

LBT with teachable AI agents (i.e., virtual tutees) can offer many
advantages over LBT with humans. Teachable agents can bring scal-
ability to LBT with their around-the-clock availability and motivate
learners’ participation in LBT by reducing psychological barriers,
such as the fear of making mistakes while teaching and the pressure
of responding in real-time [13, 20]. However, despite these benefits,
disseminating teachable agents to diverse subjects is challenging in
practice due to the effort-intensive authoring of the agents’ knowl-
edge model [48] and sophisticated behaviors [78] to elicit desired
learning experiences beyond a tutoring simulation. Conventional
authoring methods require extensive mapping of agents’ knowl-
edge states and high programming skills, precluding teachers and
education researchers from tweaking teachable agents for their
needs and context.

In this paper, rather than constructing teachable agents from
the ground up, we propose a top-down methodology in which we
use versatile Large Language Models (LLMs) to simulate tutees.

Recent advances in LLMs show their remarkable capabilities in
making contextual dialogues [63, 74], role mimicry [37, 46], and
learning from demonstrations [12, 68]. Teachable agents equipped
with the LLM capabilities can perform more believable and natural
tutoring interactions (e.g., writing and explaining arbitrary code on
request), compared to prior non-LLM LBT systems that adopted pre-
scripted and limited interaction channels [7, 41, 51, 65]. The flexible
interaction allows learners to formulate free-form questions and try
diverse teaching methods, improving their knowledge construction
and metacognition [2, 16, 75, 96]. We explore using LLMs to lower
the cost and barriers of building teachable agents and to make LBT
more engaging and pedagogically effective.

In our formative study, we asked 15 programming novices to
conduct LBT with ChatGPT prompted to perform the role of a
tutee. We found that there are needs for 1) confining the knowledge
level of LLM agents, 2) agent-initiated “why” and “how” questions,
and 3) in-conversation feedback on learners’ teaching methods.
Our dialogue analysis revealed that role-playing led learners to
self-explain their knowledge but was limited to knowledge-telling,
achieving only the rudimentary benefits of doing LBT. Participants
struggled to build new knowledge because the teachable agent
excelled in writing code even without being taught and did not ask
questions that could prompt elaboration and knowledge-building.
The participants also commented about the lack of metacognitive
guidance and reflection for effective LBT.

To address these issues, we built a teachable agent, “AlgoBo”, that
can exhibit prescribed misconceptions and knowledge level and
“TeachYou”, an LBT environment for introductory algorithm learn-
ing (Fig. 1). In TeachYou, learners solve programming problems on
algorithms (e.g., binary search) and reflect on them by teaching
AlgoBo. As learners correctly teach AlgoBo, our Reflect-Respond
prompting pipeline instructs AlgoBo to fix its misconceptions and
write code based on what it is taught. We also added Mode-shifting,
in which AlgoBo periodically shifts to a questioner mode and asks
questions to prompt learners’ elaboration and sense-making. Lastly,
TeachYou has a Teaching Helper that provides metacognitive feed-
back and suggestions to learners on their teaching method in real-
time through dialogue analysis.

We conducted a technical evaluation of our Reflect-Respond
prompting pipeline to check if AlgoBo can simulate a tutee with a
prescribed knowledge level on different algorithm topics. We found
that the pipeline can effectively configure, persist, and adapt Al-
goBo’s knowledge level within a conversation. We also conducted
a between-subjects study with 40 algorithm novices, where the par-
ticipants studied binary search with either TeachYou or a baseline
system without Mode-shifting and Teaching Helper. Our analysis
of LBT dialogues and survey results showed that Mode-shifting
improved the density of knowledge-building messages in the con-
versations significantly (𝑝 = 0.03) with an effect size (Cohen’s d)
of 0.71. Teaching Helper also helped participants reflect on their
teaching methods and sequence their questions strategically, but we
could not observe significant improvement in participants’ metacog-
nition.

We structured our paper in the following order. After a discus-
sion of related work, we describe our formative study settings and
preliminary findings. We then reorganize the findings into three
design goals and introduce our system and pipeline for achieving
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the goals. With that, we present our technical and user-study eval-
uation results. Lastly, based on our results and observations, we
discuss the design considerations for teachable agents, the benefits
of using LLMs, promising directions for personalizing teachable
agents, and interaction guidelines for better LBT with teachable
agents.

This paper makes the following contributions:
• AlgoBo, an LLM-based teachable agent that uses the Reflect-
Respond prompting pipeline to simulate prescribed learning
behaviors and Mode-shifting to scaffold knowledge-building
of learners through “why” and “how” questions.

• TeachYou, a web-based algorithm learning system that sup-
ports LBT with AlgoBo and provides metacognitive feedback
on teaching based on real-time conversation analysis.

• A technical evaluation of the Reflect-Respond prompting
pipeline and an empirical user study results with 40 partici-
pants showing that TeachYou improved knowledge-building
in LBT.

2 RELATEDWORK
We outline past studies on stimulating effective LBT among humans
and using teachable agents. Previous research connects to our work
in improving the quality and scalability of LBT using virtual agents.

2.1 Learning by Teaching
Learning by Teaching (LBT) is a teaching method in which learners
not only articulate and restructure their existing knowledge but
also engage in reflective knowledge-building. Knowledge-building
refers to extending knowledge beyond provided materials to craft
deeper explanations, analogies, and inferential connections [13,
15, 22, 71], leading to the deliberate creation and improvement of
knowledge useful for a community in a broader context [77]. How-
ever, LBT alone does not elicit knowledge-building naturally [67,
91]; learners tend to end up in knowledge-telling, in which they
verbalize what they already know [71]. Previous research inves-
tigated support for eliciting knowledge-building responses from
learners. King et al. found that training learners to ask review-
ing, proving, and thinking questions in sequence to peers during
LBT can promote higher-order thinking and learning [36]. Roscoe
and Chi’s analysis of LBT dialogues showed the importance of the
tutee’s role in knowledge-building; the deep questions from the
tutee encourage tutors to make self-reflective responses and create
inferences between new and prior knowledge [72]. Shahriar and
Matsuda also confirmed that tutees’ follow-up questions drew the
knowledge-building of tutors with low prior knowledge in particu-
lar [78]. Matsuda et al. found that LBT with metacognitive guidance
for planning and conducting teaching is as effective as being tu-
tored by experts regardless of learners’ prior competency [52]. Our
primary goal is to build an interactive system that draws knowledge-
building from learners in LBT. To do so, we adapt the interventions
mentioned above in human tutor-tutee interactions to the conver-
sational interactions between virtual agents and learners.

2.2 Teachable Agents for LBT
A core component of LBT is the presence of a peer learner. How-
ever, as human learners cannot always be present, past research

introduced teachable agents—virtual agents that can learn declar-
ative and procedural knowledge from learners’ explanations and
demonstrations, taking the role of peer learners in LBT [9]. Teach-
able agents showed promising results in improving students’ per-
formance, self-explanation, and acceptance of constructive feed-
back [13, 25, 41, 53, 81]. LBT with early teachable agents was non-
conversational; agents revealed their knowledge states as concept
maps, and learners taught the agents by directly editing their knowl-
edge states [8, 11]. Recent teachable agents conceal their states and
simulate more authentic learning behaviors; agents can learn from
the tutors’ demonstrations [47], mimic the behaviors of learners
(e.g., making arithmetic mistakes) [32, 65], improve with correct
instructions [53], and ask questions [50]. However, implement-
ing these natural and highly interactive teachable agents requires
significant manual efforts and programming skills to specify and
model the knowledge of agents [49]. For example, implementing
an agent in SimStudent required more than a thousand lines of
Java code for simple algebra equation solving [47]; the cost may
increase exponentially for more complicated topics (e.g., algorithm
learning, advanced equation solving). In this paper, we investigate
using LLMs for building conversational teachable agents with low
manual effort and programming barriers to support educators and
researchers in adopting LBT in diverse classes and experiments.

2.3 LLM-powered Simulation of Tutoring
While the development cost and skill barrier have limited teachable
agents to few learning activities in the past, LLMs can provide a
more affordable method to simulate virtual students and coaches
and to diversify their interactions [46, 60, 90]. GPTeach by Markel
et al. [46] simulates role-plays between a teaching trainee and vir-
tual students who come for office hours by leveraging persona and
context setting in prompts. LLM-simulated students allow trainees
to practice teaching with diverse students and to interact through
conversations, perhaps the most familiar and open-ended form of
teaching others. Likewise, LLM-based teachable agents can enrich
tutor-tutee interaction and activities in LBT as learners can formu-
late free-form questions by themselves and try out different teach-
ing strategies, as opposed to non-LLM LBT systems that permit
only predefined methods to assess agents’ knowledge (e.g., multiple
choice questions) [7, 41, 52, 65]. Nevertheless, challenges remain
in making these LLM-based agents suitable for LBT, where the
agents should not only simulate tutoring but also proactively elicit
learners’ knowledge-building. Beyond the roles set by prompts,
we need precise control of the teachable agents’ cognitive behav-
iors (e.g., knowledge levels and question-asking) to facilitate the
intended learning experience. Prior research has proposed LLM
agent architectures and pipelines to grant and scope cognitive capa-
bilities to LLM, such as memory [64, 98], role-playing [30, 66], and
reasoning [14, 33, 43]. We extend the control on LLMs’ cognitive
capabilities by proposing an LLM prompting pipeline that restrains
the knowledge level of LLM-based agents.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
We ran a formative study to explore the difficulties of using an LLM
as a teachable agent. We recruited 15 Python novices and asked
them to teach the binary search algorithm to an LLM chatbot. We
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surveyed their learning experience and analyzed the quality of their
dialogues with the chatbot by annotating the types of messages.

3.1 Participants and Procedure
We recruited 15 participants on campus who could read and write
short (about 15 lines) Python programs containing if and while
statements and who were not familiar with binary search and LBT.
Eleven were from non-CS engineering departments.

The study consisted of three stages. In the first stage, the par-
ticipants went through learning materials on the binary search
from Khan Academy1 and solved two Parsons problems, a coding
exercise on reordering code fragments [21]. In the second stage, the
participants received an introduction to the concepts of LBT, its ex-
pected learning benefits, and its procedures. Then, they were given
a brief overview of the LBT activity they would be performing next.
In the final stage, learners tutored the chatbot on how to write code
for the two binary search problems from the prior stage. After the
LBT activity, the participants completed an exit survey composed
of questions on three themes: the perception of the chatbot as a
learner, the self-perceived learning effects, and the familiarity with
teaching a chatbot.

The participants interacted with a baseline LLM chatbot, AlgoBo,
performing the role of a teachable agent. We used GPT-4 [62] as
a backbone for AlgoBo and provided a system prompt (see Ap-
pendix A.1) that set a persona of a student and added predefined
learning challenges it was running into to provide a more con-
vincing teachable agent [46, 66]. Since we use the name “AlgoBo”
again in our main system and evaluation, we use “AlgoBo-Basic”
throughout this section to distinguish the two teachable agents we
developed.

3.2 Dialogue Analysis
In addition to the comments from the exit survey, we also looked
into the quality and conversational patterns of the dialogues be-
tween participants and AlgoBo-Basic by classifying messages into
knowledge-telling and knowledge-building types.

Since previous taxonomies that categorize LBT dialogues [36,
71, 89] were not contextualized enough to programming tutoring,
we decided to adapt the taxonomies and create a new taxonomy
(Table 1) specific to LBT in programming. We created our initial set
of message types based on the prior taxonomies for general LBT di-
alogues [36, 71, 89] and categorizations of programming QA [3, 39].
Three authors took three iterations to annotate dialogues, resolve
conflicts, and refine the taxonomy [69, 94]. The authors finalized
the taxonomy in the 2nd iteration (20 dialogues, 293 messages).
The authors categorized the rest of the messages independently.
The inter-rater reliability of the categorization was high; three au-
thors achieved Krippendorff’s alpha of 0.731 for the data in the last
iteration (11 dialogues, 253 messages).

Our taxonomy has three main categories: instructions, prompt-
ing, and statements (see Table 1). Instruction messages have con-
tent that asks the opponent (usually the tutee) to do specific actions,
such as fixing code and attempting problem-solving after concept

1https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-science/algorithms/binary-
search/a/binary-search

understanding. Instruction messages are mostly related to the pro-
ceeding of steps in teaching. Prompting messages have intentions
for eliciting specific actions from the opponent. These include ask-
ing a tutee about a specific concept of interest, giving thought-
provoking questions to encourage knowledge-building, and asking
a tutor for help. We designate Prompting-Thought-provoking to
knowledge-building because such questions can signal collabo-
rative knowledge-building where learners bring up exploratory
questions and start knowledge-building discussions with agents.
Statement messages are utterances explaining one’s knowledge
and opinions. Among them, Statement-Elaboration and Statement-
Sense-making are knowledge-building as they are the artifacts of
new knowledge; this corresponds to Roscoe and Chi’s classification
of knowledge-building activity [73].

3.3 Findings from Participants’ Comments and
Dialogue Analysis

We found that an LLM chatbot can serve as a teachable agent for
rudimentary LBT. Participants were positive about teaching an
LLM chatbot and felt it helped them reorganize and recall their
knowledge. However, our dialogue analysis and in-depth survey
responses revealed that the LLM chatbot fell short of adequately
supporting learners’ knowledge-building process.

AlgoBo-Basic was perceived as an overly competent learner
due to its extensive prior knowledge and self-correcting be-
havior. Participants highly appreciated AlgoBo-Basic’s ability to
“talk like a real person and ask specific questions” (P14) for simu-
lating a learner. However, two-thirds of participants commented
that they experienced awkwardness due to AlgoBo-Basic’s compe-
tence. AlgoBo-Basic initially started a conversation by asking for
help. However, after a few chats, AlgoBo-Basic provided compe-
tent responses too quickly, which did not reflect a novice learner’s
learning process. P5 remarked, “I explained it very simply, but
he understood it very well... He is so much smarter than me. He
seems to fill by himself the knowledge even I am not sure about.”
AlgoBo-Basic’s adeptness in code writing and explanation also
limited conversational patterns and confused learners about their
roles. AlgoBo-Basic made twice as many knowledge statements
(i.e., Statement-Comprehension) as participants did, taking away
the chance for learners to self-explain and teach (see the Statement-
Comprehension row in Table 2). P7 stated, “AlgoBo-Basic was like
a teaching assistant testing a student’s ability, rather than a student
struggling with binary search problems.” Participants responded
that they would have liked to see more student-like interactions
from AlgoBo-Basic such as “asking more proactive questions” (P1)
and “making mistakes and requesting tutors for an elaborated ex-
planation” (P5).

Dialogues between tutors and AlgoBo-Basic were limited to
only knowledge-telling. Participants valued retelling of their
knowledge—“Writing down knowledge was very helpful in orga-
nizing knowledge. If you want to teach someone, you should create
steps in your head, and this process helped a lot” (P1). However,
their learning was limited to knowledge-telling; out of 546 mes-
sages, we could observe 244 knowledge-telling messages but only
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Table 1: Our taxonomy to classify the type of messages in LBT conversations with a teachable agent. The bold texts in the
example column are the examples of respective message types. The types with * are knowledge-telling responses. The types
with ** fall into knowledge-building responses.

Category Sub Category Explanation Example

Instruction
Fixing* [Instruct to] correct specific

knowledge or part of code.

Tutee: Here is my code: <code>
Tutor: Call the input() function twice so that

N and K are separately taken as input.

Commanding

[”] do simple actions
irrelevant to learning. (e.g.,
simply combining code for a
submission).

Tutee: I have written the binary search function.
Tutor: Now, write the entire Python code.

Encouraging
[”] retry a previous action
with emotional
encouragement.

Tutor: You are in the right direction.
Keep writing more code.

Prompting

Challenge
-finding

[Prompt the opponent to]
explain his struggles to find
the parts to help.

Tutor: In which part are you facing difficulties?
Tutee: I am struggling with writing

the conditionals inside the while loop.

Hinting*
[”] think about
alternative/specific
approaches.

Tutee: I could not complete this part of the code.
Tutor: Well, have you considered the case

when the number is equal to K?

Checking
[”] show or self-explain his
understanding of specific
knowledge.

Tutor: Do you know what binary search is?
Tutee: Yes! Binary search is . . .

Thought-
provoking**

[”] elaborate previous
explanations or think beyond
the content of the given
learning materials.

Tutor: What will happen if we switch the min
/ max updating code?

Tutee: I haven’t thought about it. Will the loop
run forever?

Asking for help [”] analyze the speaker’s
problem or give hints.

Tutee: Could you help me with solving the
problem, please?

Statement

Comprehension*

[State one’s knowledge or
opinion by] paraphrasing /
copying / explaining the
learning material or the
opponent’s response.

Tutor: First, let’s define the function called
binary_search. In the while loop, . . .

Elaboration**

[”] providing extended
clarification or relevant
examples beyond the given
materials.

Tutee: Can you think of a real-life example
where we can use binary search?

Tutor: I think we can use it for finding a word in
a dictionary where words are listed alphabetically.

Sense-making**

[”] realizing own errors /
misconceptions or making
new inferences / connections
to prior knowledge.

Tutor: Can you take a closer look at the else
statement in your code?

Tutee: Ah, I got it. Let’s modify the high value
to mid. Here is the corrected code.

Accepting
/ Reject

[”] agreeing or disagreeing
with the opponent’s response.

Tutor: You should update line 24 to . . .
Tutee: I think that is a good idea.

Feedback [”] responding to the
opponent’s action or thought. Tutor: Yes, that is exactly right.

Miscellaneous Greetings/goodbyes, social
expressions

Tutor: Do you have any questions?
Tutee: No, thank you so much for your

guidance so far!
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15 knowledge-building utterances (Table 2). Despite helping reor-
ganize knowledge, self-explanations did not lead to building new
knowledge beyond what they previously knew—“I didn’t discover
anything new because I explained what I had already learned” (P4).
Furthermore, tutors’ self-explanations were often undeveloped be-
cause AlgoBo-Basic did not ask questions on participants’ vague
explanations, and AlgoBo-Basic performed well. For example, P15
answered AlgoBo-Basic’s question on why the input array needs
to be sorted: “Sorted arrays reduce the number of calculations and
maximize the effectiveness of binary search.” Despite the lack of
detailed reasoning (e.g., “how” and “why”), AlgoBo-Basic accepted
the explanation and moved on to the next question.

Table 2: The distribution of message categories for 31 di-
alogues from the formative study. The types with ∗ are
knowledge-telling messages. The types with ∗∗ fall into
knowledge-building messages.

Category Sub Category Tutee Tutor Total

Instruction
Fixing* 0 37 37
Commanding 0 65 65
Encouragement 0 1 1

Prompting

Challenge-finding 0 18 18
Hinting* 1 12 13
Checking 1 31 32
Thought-provoking** 0 1 1
Asking-for-help 91 0 91

Statement

Comprehension* 133 61 194
Elaboration** 0 1 1
Sense-making** 12 1 13
Accepting 35 4 39
Feedback 0 17 17

Miscellaneous 19 5 24
Total 292 254 546
Knowledge-telling 134 110 244
Knowledge-building 12 3 15

Participants carried out antipatterns of LBT and sought feed-
back. Participants remarked tutoring through natural language
communication was intuitive and familiar because it resembled
tutoring humans, and they could apply the same teaching meth-
ods to AlgoBo-Basic. However, some participants wanted to see
better methods for them to teach AlgoBo-Basic (P9) and a method
to review their learning process (P15). P15 said, “I was able to see
that my teaching skills worked, but the reflection [on my tutoring
session] left a lot to be desired due to the lack of feedback on my
teaching method” (P15). While analyzing participants’ dialogues,
we found common conversational antipatterns that may restrain
the benefits of LBT. The first pattern was Commanding, in which
participants repetitively gave AlgoBo-Basic specific instructions for
writing and correcting code (Appendix B (A)). This pattern lacks
an explanation of “why” and “how” which can prompt learners to
go beyond recalling facts (i.e., knowledge-telling). The second pat-
tern was Spoon-feeding, in which participants give away knowl-
edge without questions to check or prompt a tutee’s understanding
(Appendix B (B)). Rather than passive explanations, learners can

actively construct new knowledge by making thinking questions
for their tutees, taking the benefits of having interactive agents.
The last pattern was Under-teaching, in which AlgoBo-Basic pro-
gressed in problem-solving but did knowledge-telling only because
learners did not attempt to teach and develop further knowledge.
(Appendix B (C)).

4 DESIGN GOALS
The findings from our formative study showed that LLMs could
serve as a rudimentary teachable agent for LBT. However, we also
confirmed the need to improve LLM chatbots’ imitation of help-
seeking tutees, promote the knowledge-building of learners, and
support learners’ metacognition in teaching. Based on the insights,
we set three design goals.

D1. Design teachable agents that can simulate misconcep-
tions and gradual learning curves.We found that the pre-trained
knowledge and self-correcting behavior of LLMs made AlgoBo feel
less like a tutee and prevented tutors from learning by identifying tu-
tees’ errors and enlightening them with elaborate explanations [89].
To reduce undesirable competence, we need to control the prior
knowledge of LLMs and make them show persistent misconception
and unawareness in their responses until they receive pedagogical
aid.

D2. Develop conversations through teachable agents’ elab-
oration questions. AlgoBo rarely asked follow-ups or thought-
provoking questions (Table 2) that can elicit learners’ knowledge-
building through elaboration and sense-making [36, 78]. Instead
of keeping AlgoBo as a passive tutee throughout a conversation,
switching AlgoBo into an active questioner may scaffold learners
to build knowledge step by step. For example, AlgoBo can start
as a help-seeking tutee asking learners to self-explain basic con-
cepts, and it can turn into a thought-provoking Socratic questioner
intermittently.

D3. Provide learners with metacognitive feedback on their
teaching methods during a conversation. Besides the scaffold-
ing from the tutee side, learners can actively improve the quality of
their LBT by leading constructive tutoring and refraining from the
three antipatterns. In our formative study, however, participants
found guidance and reflection on their teaching techniques lacking.
Metacognitive feedback on teaching during LBT can help learners
recognize how to improve their teaching methods on the spot and
refine conversations throughout.

5 SYSTEM
We present TeachYou, an LBT system featuring AlgoBo, an LLM-
based teachable agent. AlgoBo gets help from learners to solve
introductory algorithm problems while asking thought-provoking
questions that encourage the learners to expand their knowledge
beyond their current level. Through the system, we propose 1) a
new LLM prompting pipeline for simulating tutees of specific levels
of knowledge and misconceptions and 2) a learning environment
for learners to effectively conduct LBT.

Programming and algorithm learners can use TeachYou to re-
view what they learned and explore further knowledge through
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Figure 2: To the left, the 3 learning objectives they need to reach (A), learners can see AlgoBo’s profile (B), and the questions
they need to help AlgoBo solve (C). To the right, they can see the code they submitted (E), a code playground (F), and the code
that AlgoBo write (G). When AlgoBo wrote code, participants could click on the “run test cases” and run AlgoBo’s code. In the
middle (D), learners use a typical chat interface to teach AlgoBo while receiving questions (H) and guidance from Teaching
Helper (I)

an engaging and interactive LBT activity. We designed an inter-
face (Fig. 2) to help learners conduct the activity. Throughout the
LBT activity, learners should achieve three sequential objectives in
teaching AlgoBo (Fig. 2 A). The objectives correspond to the three
levels in Bloom’s taxonomy (Understand-Apply-Analyze) [10, 38];
learners first check if AlgoBo correctly understand the concept of
interest; then, learners help AlgoBo apply the concept to solve a
problem; lastly, learners and AlgoBo discuss real-life use cases and
other related topics. Learners can refer to the profile of AlgoBo
to set their attitude and expectations (Fig. 2 B). We set the per-
sona of AlgoBo as a 2nd-year high school student, as opposed to
a 1st-year CS student in the formative study, to match the slow
learning behavior and to encourage learners’ patience in teaching.
Learners use a typical chat interface to teach AlgoBo (Fig. 2 D) and
have access to teaching support (Fig. 2 C, E, F, G). While tutoring,
learners receive why questions and thought-provoking questions
from AlgoBo, helping them self-explain the rationale behind their
instructions and expand their knowledge (Fig. 2 H). TeachYou also
provides feedback on learners’ teaching methods and suggestions
for improvement to encourage reflection on teaching (Fig. 2 I).

In order to support the aforementioned learning scenario and
the three design goals effectively, we implemented three system
components: First, we implemented the Reflect-Respond prompting

pipeline for a teachable agent to simulate student-like learning be-
havior. Secondly, within a conversation, our teachable agent shifts
between help-receiver and questioner modes in every third conver-
sation turn, eliciting self-explanation and knowledge construction,
respectively. Lastly, the learning environment analyzes the dia-
logue between learners and AlgoBo and provides feedback on their
tutoring methods to promote metacognition.

5.1 Reflect-Respond prompting pipeline to
simulate knowledge learning

From our observations and user comments in the formative study,
we considered three properties crucial for LLM-based teachable
agents to simulate knowledge learning—reconfigurability, persis-
tence, and adaptability. Reconfigurability refers to how precisely
we can set an agent’s performance in question-answering and
problem-solving. Reconfigurable agents allow us to build tutees
with specific misconceptions and help design tutoring scenarios.
Persistence examines how the knowledge level of a teachable agent
on a target topic is maintained consistently throughout the agent
interaction. Persistent agents do not self-correct their misconcep-
tions and show constant question-answering performance unless
being taught; their knowledge level should also not be susceptible
to messages irrelevant to the knowledge of interest (e.g., jokes).
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Figure 3: The overview of the Reflect-Respond prompting pipeline for simulating knowledge learning of AlgoBo and examples
for each component. From the recent conversation, AlgoBo extracts new knowledge of the while loop condition and update its
knowledge state (colored in green). Then, AlgoBo retrieves knowledge relevant to while loops and composes a response that fills
its knowledge gap.

Adaptability measures how well the agent updates its knowledge
as it acquires new information from tutors in conversations. Adapt-
ability allows a teachable agent to improve its knowledge level and
remember what tutors have taught.

To achieve these properties, we introduce a prompting pipeline
that leverages a knowledge state and two information flow mech-
anisms: Reflection and Response (Fig. 3). A knowledge state is
a store representing the knowledge AlgoBo currently holds. It is
comparable to a schema, a cognitive unit of knowledge for problem-
solving [84]. AlgoBo’s responses are constrained by its knowledge
state, and we update the knowledge state consistently throughout a
conversation. Knowledge states link to reconfigurability; if we leave
them empty, agents will show zero-knowledge behavior; if we add
incorrect or correct information, agents will show misconceptions
or prescribed knowledge levels, respectively. Reflection is a flow
dedicated to the update of knowledge states. In the Reflection flow,
we use an LLM to extract new information from the latest conver-
sations (i.e., the last three messages) and then update knowledge
states by adding or correcting information. After Reflection, the
Response flow occurs; we first use the LLM to retrieve information
relevant to the conversational context from the current knowledge
state and then compose a response by only combining the retrieved
knowledge. If a knowledge state does not have relevant information
and nothing is retrieved, AlgoBo responds: “I’m not sure how to do
that. Could you explain it to me?” Reflection and Response connect
to the persistence and adaptability of agents as the flows control

the retrieval and update of knowledge states in reaction to external
stimuli.

We implemented the knowledge state as a JSON object with two
attributes: facts and code_implementation. Facts store natural lan-
guage explanations of the target knowledge. Code_implementation
contains code snippets (see Fig. 3 knowledge state). The four opera-
tions in the pipeline are implemented with GPT-4 as a base LLM.We
adopted well-known prompting engineering techniques, such as
AI chains [92], few-shot prompts [12, 86], persona setting [46, 66],
and code prompts [23, 97] (see Appendix A.2). We note that our
implementation is one possible instance of our proposed pipeline,
and it can improve further with better LLMs and algorithms for the
operations. For example, we can represent knowledge states with
more complex tree structures [44, 95], and the update operationmay
use the Least Recently Used algorithm [61] to simulate a fixed-size
knowledge capacity. We chose GPT-4 for operating our pipeline
because it can effectively process the contextual information in
conversations compared to other approaches.

5.2 AlgoBo’s Mode-shifting to develop
constructive LBT dialogues

Beyond telling knowledge to AlgoBo, we aim to push learners to an-
swer thought-provoking questions and build new knowledge. From
the formative study, we observed that entrusting LLMs entirely
with making conversations did not result in desirable knowledge-
building patterns (e.g., question-answering on “why” and “how”)
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Figure 4: AlgoBo shifts its mode in every three messages. When AlgoBo is in the questioner mode, it keeps asking follow-up
questions until receiving a satisfactory response (constructive loop)

spontaneously. Prior research has shown that guiding questions
from conversational agents are effective for improving learners’
knowledge-building and divergent thinking [1, 78]. To control con-
versation flows while giving learners the freedom to steer them,
we introduce Mode-shifting, in which AlgoBo periodically shifts
between two modes: In the help-receiver mode, AlgoBo passively
learns from tutors and prompts their self-explanations; in the ques-
tioner mode, AlgoBo asks thought-provoking questions to stimulate
the knowledge-building of learners.

We use Mode-shifting to make conversation flows dynamic and
engaging. In every third message, AlgoBo shifts to the questioner
mode and asks a thinking question. The thinking question differs
by the phase of the activity (Fig. 2 A). While learners teach AlgoBo
about concepts and code implementation (i.e., the first and second
objectives), AlgoBo asks “why” questions in response to learners’
instructions and explanations. During the discussion phase (i.e., the
third objective), AlgoBo brings up related algorithms or real-life
examples and asks “how” questions to prompt learners to explain
and connect to what they have learned. After the thinking ques-
tions, the conversation goes through a constructive loop, in which
learners receive follow-up questions from AlgoBo until they answer
the question in depth with a valid example. When AlgoBo assesses
learners’ responses as satisfactory, AlgoBo summarizes them and
shifts back to the receiver mode. The period of Mode-shifting (every
three messages) is heuristic; from our pilot studies, we found that
such frequency was optimal for prompting elaboration while not
distracting tutors too much.

To incorporate Mode-shifting to LBT dialogues, we implemented
four components (Fig. 4). The Thinking Question Generator is a
module that uses GPT-4 to produce thought-provoking questions
related to the current conversation. For managing the constructive
loop, we followed the protocol of the constructive tutee inquiry

in Shahriar et al.’s work [78] and adapted it to LLM. We used the
formative study dialogues with response quality annotations to
train the Response Quality Classifier. The classifier assesses
every learner’s responses in the loop and determines AlgoBo’s
follow-up question as pre-defined in Constructive Tutee Inquiry
protocol [78]. Lastly, the Paraphrasing Module adjusts the fixed
question to the conversational context. All the prompts used for
Mode-shifting are available in Appendix A.3.

5.3 Teaching Helper for Metacognitive
Guidance

Throughout our formative study, we found conversational antipat-
terns that hindered effective LBT. To prevent this, TeachYou pro-
vides metacognitive feedback throughout the conversation to help
learners reflect on the overall teaching session and offer overar-
ching guidance on steering the discussion. TeachYou presents the
feedback through Teaching Helper, a red or green text box that
appears below the messages (see Fig. 2 I). Teaching Helper provides
information on the current problems with the teaching method and
elaborates on what learners could do to improve their conversation.

TeachYou provides four Teaching Helper messages, depending
on detected conversational patterns (Fig. 5). For the Commanding
and Spoon-feeding patterns, in which learners should correct their
teaching styles, TeachYou shows feedbackmessages in red boxes. To
ensure learners read feedback, we interrupt the conversation with
AlgoBo until learners explicitly decide how to act. The send button
in the chat interface is blocked until learners pick an option among
the possible teaching methods to address the issue. We chose to give
learners multiple suggestions and let them choose their teaching
method, instead of giving specific guidance to follow because the
active selection of teaching methods may improve learners’ recog-
nition and autonomy in tutoring [93]. For the Under-teaching
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Figure 5: The four Teaching Helper messages and corresponding suggestions that appear depending on the conversational
patterns.

pattern and default cases where no antipattern is found, TeachYou
shows messages in a green box. The messages either encourage
learners to go beyond the current learning topic or give general tips
for good answering and questioning [6, 34, 35]. Teaching Helper
messages and learners’ selection remain in conversations for revisit-
ing. To avoid frequent interruptions and distractions from Teaching
Helper, we restrict the presentation of the feedback to every six
messages.

Teaching Helper is powered by a message-type classifier for
detecting conversational patterns. We used the dialogue dataset
from the formative study to fine-tune the GPT-3 davinci model.
For training, we used 438 messages, and the classifier achieved an
accuracy of 71.3% for the remaining 108 messages in a validation
test.

6 EVALUATION
We evaluated the efficacy of TeachYou for eliciting knowledge-
building experiences in LBT. This overarching goal broke down
into three main research questions:

RQ1. How well does the Reflect-Respond pipeline simulate mis-
conceptions and knowledge development?

RQ2. How does TeachYou help elicit knowledge-building in LBT
conversations?

RQ3. How does TeachYou improve learners’ metacognition about
tutoring?

The evaluation was divided into two parts. The initial phase was
a technical evaluation that aimed to assess if the Reflect-Respond
pipeline could induce a teachable agent to produce responses that
were reconfigurable, persistent, and adaptive throughout the course
of a conversation (RQ1). In the second phase, we ran a user study
to examine the effects of Mode-shifting and Teaching Helper on
learning experiences (RQ2 and RQ3).

6.1 Technical Evaluation of the
Reflect-Respond Pipeline

As defined in Section 5.1, we evaluated the responses generated by
our prompting pipeline along three axes—reconfigurability, persis-
tence, and adaptability (RQ1).

6.1.1 Evaluating AlgoBo’s Knowledge Level. We evaluated
AlgoBo’s knowledge level by observing its performance onMultiple
Choice Questions (MCQs) under varying knowledge states and
conversational interactions. Although our target learning setting
does not involve MCQs, we chose MCQs to follow prior research on
assessing LLMs’ performance [23, 70] and collect clear-cut results.
A well-configured teachable agent should only perform well on the
MCQ questions that can be answered with the given information
in the knowledge state. To confirm that AlgoBo was answering
questions based on its knowledge state only and not picking random
choices, we also prompted AlgoBo to explain why it chose the
answers (Fig. 6).

6.1.2 Procedure and Setup. We measured AlgoBo’s MCQ per-
formance on three different algorithmic topics. For each topic, we
created a set of nine MCQs (Appendix C.1). Within each set, we
had three MCQs for each of Bloom’s taxonomy categories: Under-
standing, Implementation (Applying), and Analysis [10, 38]. Un-
derstanding questions consisted of questions on factual concepts,
Implementation questions were about filling in the blanks in code,
and Analysis questions were about the time complexity calcula-
tion and comparison to other relevant algorithms. AlgoBo was
evaluated with 4 different knowledge states (Appendix C.2) and
conversational inputs (Appendix C.3, C.4, C.5).

For reconfigurability (i.e., the change in knowledge level with
different knowledge states), we prepared four seed knowledge states
(Appendix C.2). State 1was empty to simulate zero knowledge. State
2 had an explanation of a topic algorithm in only facts to observe
if AlgoBo knows only the given information. State 3 had the same
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Figure 6: The process of measuring adaptability for correct tutoring with an Implementation problem and State 2 as a seed
knowledge state. The evaluations were performed in Korean to ensure compatibility with the main study conditions.

explanation plus a piece of incorrect code in code_implementation
to check if AlgoBo shows the prescribed misconception. State 4
had the correct explanation and code to see if AlgoBo becomes
competent with more input knowledge. We prompted AlgoBo to
solve MCQs with different seed knowledge states and compared
the scores between the states. To prevent AlgoBo from storing
knowledge learned from the MCQs into its knowledge state, we
turned off the Reflection flow.

For assessing persistence (i.e., the invariance of knowledge level
under no stimuli), we ran random conversations on State 2. In the
random conversations, AlgoBo was taught irrelevant information,
such as arithmetic, translation, and classification, thus leading Al-
goBo to save random information in its knowledge state [79]. We
turned on the Reflection flow so that AlgoBo could update its initial
knowledge state. We prompted AlgoBo to solve the same MCQs
again and compared the difference between the first and second
scores.

For adaptability (i.e., the acceptance of new knowledge), we con-
sidered two cases—Correct and Incorrect tutoring. The performance
gap between Correct and Incorrect tutoring is crucial to check an
agent’s suitability for LBT because a teachable agent should not
excel when learners give incorrect or incomplete instruction. Tutor-
ing conversations taught three pieces of information that mapped
to Understanding, Implementation, and Analysis of concepts. Cor-
rect tutoring gave AlgoBo correct factual information, whereas
Incorrect tutoring provided false information. We ran Correct and
Incorrect tutoring separately on AlgoBo configured with State 2
and compared the differences between the MCQ scores at the start
and after each type of tutoring.

We used the GPT-4-0613 model with 0 temperature throughout
the evaluation. For a more comprehensive understanding of the
four knowledge states and the materials used in the evaluation,
please refer to Appendix C.

6.2 Technical Evaluation Result
We report the result of the technical evaluation on reconfigurability,
persistence, and adaptability. We observed a small variation in the

MCQ score even for the same inputs, knowledge states, and LLM
model, perhaps due to the randomness inherent in themodel and the
running hardware2. We repeated the entire measurement five times
for each input configuration and reported the median score for each
question to handle variances of AlgoBo’s response. The variance in
score was mild; on average, AlgoBo produced a different response
once in five repetitions. For the detailed report of the variance, refer
to Appendix C.6.

[RQ1] Response flow can effectively reconfigure the knowl-
edge level of AlgoBo.
As expected, AlgoBo got all MCQs wrong when its knowledge state
was empty (see State 1 in Table 3). When the knowledge state had
only facts information (State 2), AlgoBo could solve some con-
ceptual (Understanding and Analysis) questions but none of the
Implementation questions. This shows that separating the knowl-
edge state by knowledge types (facts and code_implementation)
can help configure knowledge more precisely by types. When the
knowledge state contained code information, AlgoBo started to
solve Implementation questions and achieved higher scores when
given correct code (State 4), compared to incorrect code (State 3).
AlgoBo followed what was written in its knowledge state (State 3)
exactly and produced wrong code and answers.

[RQ1] Reflect-Respond makes AlgoBo produce responses
persistent to knowledge states.
The random conversation had a mild effect on the MCQ scores
(compare the difference between the “At the start” and “After ran-
dom conversation” columns in Table 4). While random conversation
changed the scores of conceptual questions, the scores of Imple-
mentation questions stayed the same. We analyzed the inputs and
outputs of the Respond flow in depth and found that AlgoBo re-
trieved algorithm-related knowledge that was missing in the first
MCQ solving. Considering our LLM prompt for Retrieve (Appen-
dix A.2 Retrieve), we contemplate that the population of more
information in knowledge states might increase the relative im-
portance of relevant knowledge in retrieval and help AlgoBo solve

2https://community.openai.com/t/a-question-on-determinism/8185/2
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questions correctly. In other words, the scores after the random
conversation are closer to what the AlgoBo should have received
initially. To see how far the population of random information in-
creases knowledge level, we ran another random conversation and
checked MCQ scores (see Table 5 Scenario 1). The second random
conversation contained random statements on arithmetic, trans-
lation, and classification (Appendix C.3). We did not observe any
significant increase in the scores, confirming that the persistence
of knowledge levels is robust regardless of the length of random
conversations.

[RQ1] Reflect-Respond allows AlgoBo to adapt knowledge
states from conversations.
Correct tutoring significantly improved MCQ scores (compare the
difference between the “At the start” and “After Correct tutoring”
columns in Table 4) across Understanding, Implementation, and
Analysis. Conversely, the Incorrect tutoring improved MCQ scores
(compare “At the start” and “After Incorrect tutoring” columns in
Table 4), but not as much as the Correct tutoring did. For example,
the incorrect code information “if arr[mid] > x: low = mid
+ 1 elif arr[mid] < x: high = mid - 1” given in Incorrect
tutoring stimulated AlgoBo to infer that “Binary search returns
a value indicating not found if the target is not in the list” and
solve one of the Implementation questions. This result shows that
partially correct information in the Incorrect tutoring could help
solve problems, suggesting the need for more precise control in
writing the knowledge states.

To investigate if AlgoBo prefers correct information to incor-
rect information and if incoming knowledge tends to overwrite
pre-existing knowledge, we ran two scenarios in which AlgoBo
received Correct and Incorrect tutoring in a sequence (see Table 5
Scenario 3 and 4). The result shows that AlgoBo tends to keep
correct information and remove incorrect ones (check Table 6 last
knowledge state). We surmise that AlgoBo dropped conflicting in-
formation to keep its knowledge state short as instructed in the
Update prompt (Appendix A.2). We also speculate that LLMs pre-
fer to follow widespread (often factual) knowledge compared to
incorrect information as the way it is trained [58].

6.3 User Study
We also ran a user study to evaluate the usefulness of Mode-shifting
and Teaching Helper in improving the learning experience (RQ2
and RQ3). We designed a between-subjects study to check the
usefulness of our system components. In the Baseline condition,
participants used the version of TeachYou without Mode-shifting
and Teaching Helper. The participants in the TeachYou condition
used the complete version of TeachYou as described in Section 5.
The Reflect-Respond pipeline instructed AlgoBo in both conditions.
We did not have separate conditions forMode-shifting and Teaching
Helper because we assumed the interaction between them would
be insignificant as they support different aspects of learning (i.e.,
knowledge-building and metacognition).

6.3.1 Participants. We recruited 40 participants through adver-
tisements on the campus community websites (age=24 ± 4.0, 25
males and 15 females). Participants were required to understand
short (about 20 lines) Python programs that contain basic syntax

such as if and while statements, and we excluded those who partic-
ipated in the formative study. To cap participants’ prior knowledge,
we filtered out the participants who were assumed to have mas-
tered binary search already. We collected applicants’ confidence
in understanding binary search and teaching it to others on a 7-
point Likert scale, the last time coding binary search, and their paid
teaching experience on programming. We also asked applicants
to solve six Understanding and Implementation MCQs about bi-
nary search (Appendix C.1). We filtered out the applicants who met
three or more of the following criteria: 1) scored five or more in the
MCQs, 2) rated six or more for confidence, 3) implemented binary
search within the last six months, and 4) were paid for teaching.
We randomly assigned 20 participants to each condition—Baseline
and TeachYou. We did not observe any significant differences be-
tween conditions in the initial self-rated understanding of binary
search (Baseline=4.40± 1.35, TeachYou=4.25± 1.65, two-tailed t-test,
𝑝 = 0.76) and the time to solve the exercise problem during our
study (Baseline=116 ± 60 sec, TeachYou=124 ± 62 sec, two-tailed
t-test, 𝑝 = 0.66).

6.3.2 Procedure and Materials. The user study was run online;
after submitting informed consent, the participants received an
online link to our system and completed the study in their available
time. Participants spent 60± 25minutes on average to complete the
study and were paid 25,000 KRW (i.e., approximately 18.5 USD). All
the instructions and materials used in the study were translated into
Korean to avoid any language barrier and unnecessary cognitive
overhead.

The study procedure was organized into three parts (see Table 7).
In the first part, participants learned about binary search and how
to implement it in Python. Participants read the lecture materials
on binary search taken from Khan Academy3 (Step 1) and solved
an exercise problem in the form of a Parsons problem [21] (Step
2). After the exercise, participants wrote about their strategies in
teaching (if any) and their prior experience in using AI chatbots,
such as ChatGPT and Bing search (Step 3).

In the second part, participants conducted LBT with AlgoBo. We
provided explanations about LBT, the profile information of AlgoBo,
and the participants’ objectives for the LBT activity (Step 4). We
stated in the objectives that participants should not only help Al-
goBo solve the exercise problems but also construct new knowledge
for themselves, encouraging the participants to pursue knowledge-
building. Then, participants taught different versions of AlgoBo and
TeachYou according to their conditions (Step 5) with the interface
shown in Fig. 2. AlgoBo was configured by our prompting pipeline,
and the seed knowledge state was identical across the conditions.
The facts field of the seed knowledge state was empty to simulate
a lack of understanding, and the code_implementation field had
a basic code structure that lacked the entire range update logic in
binary search. We did not go for zero-knowledge AlgoBo to keep
the entire teaching sessions within 40 min and spare enough time
for having discussions. All the participants were given three goals
to achieve in series; we asked them to 1) check if AlgoBo under-
stands binary search first, then 2) help AlgoBo solve the exercise
problems, and 3) discuss with AlgoBo about binary search in depth.

3https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-science/algorithms/binary-
search/a/binary-search
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Table 3: The number of correct MCQs for different knowledge states. State 1 is an empty knowledge state; State 2 has facts only;
State 3 has facts with wrong code; State 4 has facts and correct code. “U”, “I”, and “A” stand for Understanding, Implementation,
and Analysis question types. The number in each cell ranges from zero to three as there were three MCQs for a particular
question type.

State 1 State 2 State 3 State 4
Question types U I A U I A U I A U I A
Binary search 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 3 0 3 3 1
Merge sort 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 2 3 1 1

Breadth-first search 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 3 1

Table 4: AlgoBo’s MCQ scores after each conversational input. “U”, “I”, and “A” stand for Understanding, Implementation, and
Analysis question types. Note that State 2 was used as a seed knowledge state for all topics.

At the Start After Random
conversation

After Incorrect
Tutoring

After Correct
Tutoring

Question types U I A U I A U I A U I A
Binary search 2 0 1 1 0 1 2 2 1 3 3 3
Merge sort 1 0 2 2 0 2 3 1 2 3 3 3

Breadth-first search 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 3 3

Table 5: The number of correct MCQs after a sequence of tutoring and random conversations. Scenario 1 shows that the
continuous addition of random information does not increase the knowledge level significantly. Scenario 2 confirms AlgoBo’s
knowledge level reacts to only information relevant to target knowledge. Scenarios 3 and 4 demonstrate that AlgoBo prefers
correct information to incorrect information.

Question types U I A U I A U I A
Scenario 1 At the Start Random Conversation Random Conversation
Binary search 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
Merge sort 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2

Breadth-first search 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
Scenario 2 At the Start Random Conversation Correct Tutoring
Binary search 2 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 3
Merge sort 1 0 2 2 0 2 3 3 3

Breadth-first search 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 3 2
Scenario 3 At the Start Incorrect Tutoring Correct Tutoring
Binary search 2 0 1 3 2 0 3 3 3
Merge sort 1 0 2 2 1 2 2 3 3

Breadth-first search 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 3 1
Scenario 4 At the Start Correct Tutoring Incorrect Tutoring
Binary search 2 0 1 3 3 3 3 3 3
Merge sort 1 0 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

Breadth-first search 1 0 1 2 3 2 3 2 2

Participants could finish the LBT activity as long as AlgoBo’s code
passed all test cases, and they could skip to the next step. Partici-
pants were also allowed to search for information on the Internet
when stuck or finding information.

In the third part, the participants completed three questionnaires
about their cognitive load, metacognition, and satisfaction (Steps
6, 7, and 8). We adopted the questionnaire from Morrison et al.’s
study [57] to measure cognitive load and used the questions from
King et al.’s study [36] for assessing metacognition and satisfaction.

6.3.3 Measures. We summarize our metrics in the user study
and their measurement timing along with the steps in Table 7. We

employed the Bonferroni correction for all statistical tests with the
questionnaires to avoid potential multiple comparison problems.

Knowledge-building density in LBT dialogues. Past research
assessed the quality of dialogues by measuring the density of ex-
pressed and interchanged knowledge-building messages in conver-
sations [71, 78]. To look into how Mode-shifting helps knowledge-
building in conversations (RQ2), we classified the message types
(Table 1) and examined the ratio of knowledge-building type mes-
sages in a dialogue. We collected 1210 messages in 40 dialogues.
Two authors took three iterations for annotation and conflict res-
olution; in the last iteration (400 messages), the authors achieved
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Table 6: The update log of knowledge state for Scenario 3 (Incorrect tutoring → Correct tutoring). Newly added information is
colored green; edited information is colored yellow; deleted content is colored red.

Messages Knowledge State
At the start - {"facts": ["Binary search repeats the process of dividing

the input list in half."],
"code_implementation": []}

Incorrect tutoring Tutor: Binary search uses a
hashing function to retrieve values
directly by index.

{"facts": ["Binary search repeats the process of dividing
the input list in half.", "Binary search uses a hashing

function to retrieve values directly by index."],
"code_implementation": []}

Tutor: if arr[mid] > x: low

= mid + 1 elif arr[mid] < x:

high = mid - 1

{"facts": ["Binary search repeats the process of dividing
the input list in half.", "Binary search uses a hashing
function to retrieve values directly by index."],
"code_implementation": ["if arr[mid] > x: low = mid + 1

elif arr[mid] < x: high = mid - 1"]}

Tutor: In the worst case, the
time complexity of binary search is
O(N2).

{"facts": ["Binary search repeats the process of dividing
the input list in half.", "Binary search uses a hashing
function to retrieve values directly by index.", "In the

worst case, the time complexity of binary search is O(N2)"],
"code_implementation": ["if arr[mid] > x: low = mid + 1
elif arr[mid] < x: high = mid - 1"]}

Correct tutoring Tutor: Binary search is efficient
when the data structure is ordered
and any index in the data structure
can be accessed in constant time.

{"facts": ["Binary search repeats the process of dividing
the input list in half.", "Binary search uses a hashing
function to retrieve values directly by index.", "In the
worst case, the time complexity of binary search is O(N2)",
"Binary search is efficient when the data structure is or

dered and any index in the data structure can be accessed

in constant time."],
"code_implementation": ["if arr[mid] > x: low = mid + 1
elif arr[mid] < x: high = mid - 1"]}

Tutor: When finding a target
by binary search in the input ar-
ray list, the range is reduced by half
as shown below. if list[middle]

== target: return middle elif

list[middle] < target: min =

middle + 1 else: max = middle

- 1

{"facts": ["Binary search is efficient when any index in

the ordered data structure can be accessed in constant

time and repeats the process of dividing the input list in

half.", "Binary search uses a hashing function to retrieve
values directly by index.", "In the worst case, the time
complexity of binary search is O(N2)."],
"code_implementation": ["if arr[mid] > x: low = mid + 1
elif arr[mid] < x: high = mid - 1","if list[middle] ==

target: return middle elif list[middle] < target: min =

middle + 1 else: max = middle - 1"]}

Tutor: The time complexity of
binary search is O(log N) because
the search range is reduced by half.

{"facts": ["Binary search is efficient when any index in

the ordered data structure can be accessed in constant

time and repeats the process of dividing the input list in

half.", "Binary search uses a hashing function to

retrieve values directly by index." , "The time complex

ity of binary search is O(log N)."],
"code_implementation": ["if arr[mid] > x: low = mid + 1
elif arr[mid] < x: high = mid - 1", "if list[middle] ==
target: return middle elif list[middle] < target: min =
middle + 1 else: max = middle - 1"]}

high inter-rater reliability (Krippendorff’s alpha=0.743). We looked
into the density of knowledge-building type messages in a dialogue
between conditions. We summed the messages from participants
and AlgoBo because they co-built new knowledge by exchanging
ideas and adding ideas on top of each other as illustrated in Table 9.
Lastly, we analyze the problem-solving phase and discussion phase
separately since they had different objective settings (Fig. 2 A); the
problem-solving phase refers to the part of conversations dedicated

to the first two objectives, in which participants had a clear goal of
helping AlgoBo write code that passes all the test cases; the discus-
sion phase refers to the remaining part of conversations in which
participants are asked to expand their knowledge freely without
completion requirements.

Self-rated cognitive load on tutoring. As we introduced new
functionalities (Teaching Helper and Mode-shifting), it was im-
perative to evaluate how much these enhancements increased the
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Table 7: The outline of the user study and the time allotted
to each step on average.

Step (min.) Conditions
Baseline TeachYou

1 (10) Learning binary search
2 (5) Exercise problem
3 (5) Pre-task survey
4 (3) Explanation about AlgoBo and LBT

5 (40)
Teaching AlgoBo

with the knowledge
configuration only

Teaching AlgoBo
with the knowledge

configuration, Mode-shifting,
and Teaching Helper

6 (5) Cognitive load measurement
7 (5) Metacognition measurement
8 (5) Post-task survey

cognitive load of learners. We adopted and adjusted Morrison et
al.’s questionnaire designed to measure cognitive load in CS learn-
ing [57]. The questionnaire measures three types of cognitive load—
intrinsic load (i.e., the inherent complexity in a learning activity),
extrinsic load (i.e., the hindrance caused by instructional design),
and germane load (i.e., the meaningful load used for learning). Par-
ticipants rated the questions right after the LBT activity in Step
6.

Self-perceived metacognition on tutoring.We aim to improve
learners’ metacognition of their LBT experience by giving feedback
and guidance through Teaching Helper. To confirm the efficacy of
Teaching Helper on metacognition (RQ3), we asked participants 8
questions on understanding, supportive communication, explaining,
and self-monitoring based on King et al.’s research [36] (Table 10)
in Step 7.

Satisfaction on LBT. Apart from the learning benefits, we mea-
sured how satisfactory the learning experience with virtual agents
was. We asked participants to rate 4 statements about their per-
ceived usefulness, comfortability, and preference for future reuse
of TeachYou and AlgoBo in Step 8.

Post-task survey.We revisited the three themes explored in the
formative study—learners’ perception of AlgoBo as a peer learner,
learner-perceived usefulness of TeachYou in identifying knowledge
gaps, and familiarity with teaching a virtual agent. Like in the
formative study, we asked participants to rate two questions from
each theme (Table 11) and write detailed reasons for the rating
in Step 8. Additionally, we prepared condition-specific questions;
for the Baseline condition, we asked participants further about
their perception of AlgoBo; for the TeachYou condition, we received
free-form comments on Mode-shifting and Teaching Helper from
participants.

6.4 User Study Result
In this section, we summarize our findings from the user study.
We explain the statistical significance, participants’ comments, and
system usage logs to support our findings. Participants are labeled
with either B[1-20] for the Baseline condition or T[1-20] for the
TeachYou condition.

[RQ2]TeachYou enrichedknowledge-building in the problem-
solving phase.
We found a statistically significant improvement in the knowledge-
building density of the dialogues during the problem-solving phase
in TeachYou (Baseline=3.5 ± 6.6%, TeachYou=8.4 ± 7.1%, two-tailed
t-test, 𝑝 = 0.03, Cohen’s d=0.71). TeachYou condition also had a
higher density of Prompting-Thought-provoking type (Table 8), sug-
gesting that tutors and AlgoBo prompted each other’s knowledge-
building more often when Mode-shifting and Teaching Helper were
present (see the dialogue example in Table 9). Participants also
rated TeachYou higher on the Likert scale questions on the useful-
ness of AlgoBo for learning new knowledge (Baseline=3.25 ± 1.71,
TeachYou=4.95 ± 1.70, two-tailed t-test, 𝑝 < 0.01, Cohen’s d=1.00)
(Table 11).

Participants’ comments suggest that Mode-shifting contributed
heavily to knowledge-building. TeachYou participants remarked
the questions from AlgoBo were useful for reviewing code from a
different perspective (T6) and thinking about the edge cases where
the input list is not sorted (T10). Participants also explored binary
search further by reasoning deeply about why and how binary
search is faster than linear search (T4 and T9), comparing the effi-
ciency with other relevant searching algorithms (T2 and T13), and
thinking about real-life applications (T17). T15 commented that
“[Mode-shifting] was the most important component in the system.
[Questions] helped me guide what to teach and helped self-explain
things I had not thought of.” On the contrary, Baseline participants
found LBT with AlgoBo “useful for solidifying their prior knowl-
edge but unsupportive for learning new knowledge due to lack of
questions” (B4 and B15).

[RQ3]TeachYoudid not improvemetacognition but reminded
good LBT practices.
We could not observe strong signals for improvement in metacogni-
tion (Table 10) and familiarity with teaching (Table 11). T2 remarked
on the difficulty in applying the suggestions to his conversation—
“Teaching Helper was a useful guide, but it was difficult to relate
my explanation to what AlgoBo knew.” Teaching Helper was not
helpful for the participants who taught well in particular. T13 re-
ceived positive feedback only (i.e., the green boxes in Fig 5) and felt
“suggestions [from Teaching Helper] were repetitive and irrelevant
to the current conversation.”

Nevertheless, the comments from the survey suggest that Teach-
ingHelper functioned as a reminder to participants to thinkmetacog-
nitively about their entire teaching patterns through reflection (T3),
to ask deep questions (T7), and to foster independent thinking (T14).
Additionally, Teaching Helper restrained participants from treating
AlgoBo merely as a machine. “I sometimes found myself conversing
in the usual [imperative] way with ChatGPT. However, when a
notification appears, it brings me back to the realization that I am
in a teaching context, prompting me to contemplate how best to
instruct so that AlgoBo can learn effectively and align with the
direction I aim for” (T17).

Mode-shifting and Teaching Helper did not exert additional
cognitive load.
We did not observe any significant difference across all types of
cognitive load between the conditions. Considering that TeachYou
participants exchanged significantly more messages (Baseline=17 ±
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Table 8: The density (i.e., number of occurrences / exchanged messages) of each message type in dialogues.

Mean Density ± Standard Deviation (%)
Problem-solving Discussion

Baseline TeachYou Baseline TeachYou

Instruction
Fixing 3.9 ± 5.2 4.5 ± 5.8 0.3 ± 2.9 1.4 ± 1.4

Commanding 0.6 ± 5.0 7.8 ± 1.9 0.0 ± 3.1 1.5 ± 0.0
Encouragement 0.2 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.9 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0

Prompting

Challenge-finding 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 0.0
Hinting 16.6 ± 6.6 7.9 ± 10.1 1.1 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 4.6
Checking 8.5 ± 8.1 10.2 ± 11.0 2.4 ± 10.3 5.4 ± 5.1

Thought-provoking 1.8 ± 5.7 5.7 ± 4.5 33.8 ± 10.8 35.1 ± 23.0
Asking-for-help 16.9 ± 6.3 16.0 ± 6.6 4.1 ± 6.7 2.1 ± 7.9

Statement

Comprehension 49.8 ± 6.1 42.3 ± 11.9 35.6 ± 4.8 26.8 ± 19.7
Elaboration 1.7 ± 2.3 1.6 ± 3.6 9.6 ± 8.0 7.5 ± 14.0
Sense-making 0.0 ± 2.7 1.1 ± 0.0 7.2 ± 9.3 10.0 ± 10.2
Accepting 0.0 ± 1.7 0.4 ± 0.0 0.0 ± 1.5 0.6 ± 0.0
Feedback 0.0 ± 4.2 2.0 ± 0.0 4.3 ± 6.3 8.3 ± 7.0

Table 9: Examples of co-building of knowledge in different phases of the LBT activity.

Phase
(Participant) Conversation

Problem-Solving
(T12)

Tutee: In binary search, is setting guess to (min + max) // 2 always optimal? What if we use a different method?
[Prompting-Thought-provoking]

Tutor: Other methods take longer.
[Statement-Comprehension]

Tutee: Could you explain in more detail how other methods may take longer?
[Prompting-Thought-provoking]

Tutor: Since you have to compare each item from the beginning, you may have to compare all the cases in the worst
case. But with binary search, you don’t have to do that.
[Statement-Elaboration]

Discussion
(T11)

Tutee: How about this case?. When we look for a specific product in an online shopping mall, we search by the name
of the product. Can a binary search algorithm be used in this case as well?
[Prompting-Thought-provoking]

Tutor: Yes! To put it simply, the process of finding a specific element among many elements in an array is all related to
binary search.
[Statement-Comprehension]

Tutee: Then, can you explain in more detail the operation of the binary search algorithm in this case?
[Prompting-Thought-provoking]

Tutor: In this case, if they are arranged in alphabetical order, the algorithm will work by linking alphabet order as
another consideration.
[Statement-Elaboration]

Tutee: Could you give me one more example?
[Prompting-Thought-provoking]

Tutor: For example, if you have an array of prime numbers, you can apply a binary search algorithm to find a specific
prime number.
[Statement-Sense-making]

7.7,TeachYou=43 ± 18.5, two-tailed t-test, 𝑝 < 0.01, Cohen’s d=1.87),
the result may imply that periodic questions and feedback not
only exerted minimal cognitive load but also helped participants
maintain a manageable load throughout long conversations.

7 DISCUSSION
We discuss design suggestions, benefits, and future research direc-
tions of LLM-based teachable agents.
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Table 10: Participants’ ratings on the questions regarding their metacognition (1: Not the case at all, 7: Completely the case).
The significance level after the Bonferroni correction was 0.00625.

Questions Mean ± Standard Deviation p-value Cohen’s dBaseline TeachYou
I understood today’s lesson well. 6.30 ± 0.86 6.25 ± 0.64 0.84 0.07
I listened to AlgoBo well. 6.00 ± 1.34 5.55 ± 1.57 0.34 0.31
I gave feedback to AlgoBo well. 5.45 ± 1.28 5.25 ± 1.25 0.62 0.16
I explained well by telling why and how. 5.10 ± 1.62 5.30 ± 1.03 0.64 0.15
I connected new materials to what AlgoBo already knew. 4.50 ± 1.54 4.05 ± 1.43 0.34 0.30
I stayed with questioning well, rather than telling answers
to AlgoBo. 5.15 ± 1.87 4.90 ± 1.37 0.63 0.15

I asked probing questions when AlgoBo’s answer was
not complete. 5.00 ± 1.81 4.60 ± 1.31 0.43 0.25

I sequenced my questions by asking review questions
first and then asking thinking questions. 4.50 ± 1.54 5.20 ± 1.15 0.11 0.52

Table 11: Six themed questions given in the Post-task survey. (1: Not the case at all, 7: Completely the case). Statistical
significances are marked with ∗. The significance level after the Bonferroni correction was 0.025.

Themes Questions Mean ± Standard Deviation p-value Cohen’s dBaseline TeachYou

Perception of
AlgoBo as a
learner

I perceived AlgoBo as a student
struggling to solve binary search
problems.

3.15 ± 1.31 4.60 ± 1.79 0.01* 0.93

AlgoBo solved the binary problems due
to my help. 5.25 ± 1.59 4.90 ± 1.59 0.49 0.22

Usefulness
for learning

Conversation with AlgoBo helped me
reorganize my knowledge about binary
search.

5.20 ± 1.51 5.40 ± 1.10 0.63 0.15

Conversation with AlgoBo helped me
discover new knowledge that I did not
know

3.25 ± 1.71 4.95 ± 1.70 <0.01* 1.00

Familiarity
with teaching

Learning by teaching AlgoBo was
familiar and intuitive. 4.70 ± 1.66 4.75 ± 1.45 0.92 0.03

I taught AlgoBo effectively. 4.65 ± 1.63 4.00 ± 1.56 0.21 0.41

7.1 Design Considerations for Mode-shifting in
LBT

Our results showed thatMode-shifting not only led tomore knowledge-
dense conversations but also improved participants’ perceptions of
AlgoBo as a convincing tutee (Table 11). Mode-shifting also tended
to foster longer discussion phases (Baseline=5.6 ± 3.7 messages,
TeachYou=9.4 ± 8.4 messages, two-tailed t-test, 𝑝 = 0.07, Cohen’s
d=0.59). Considering that completion of the discussion phase was
up to the participants, the difference may imply that Mode-shifting
made LBT conversations more engaging and lingering.

Although there was a significant increase in knowledge-building
in the TeachYou condition, the ratings on the metacognition ques-
tions did not show significant differences (Table 10). As a possible
reason, we found some cases where Mode-shifting interrupted
participants’ teaching flows and methods, especially in situations
where AlgoBo asked other questions without answering tutors’
Socratic questions (T8 and T20). T20 mentioned, “There were many
times when AlgoBo asked random questions while writing code [...],

which was not intuitive for me in teaching.” Although participants
could recognize the issues with their teaching methods through the
Teaching Helper, AlgoBo’s pre-programmed interaction in Mode-
shifting did not reflect teaching contexts and hindered participants
from practicing better teaching strategies. This suggests the need
for context-aware Mode-shifting where the system captures ade-
quate timing for thought-provoking questions without interrupting
participant-intended teaching flow.

There aremany aspects to considerwhen designingMode-shifting
techniques for LBT. While knowledge-building is the primary goal,
improvements in learners’ metacognition and satisfaction can elicit
intrinsic learning benefits. However, from our results, it seems
that the two values are in a trade-off relationship. To facilitate
knowledge-building, teachable agents should intervene in conver-
sations and ask thought-provoking questions; on the contrary, to
support the active exploration of teaching methods and metacogni-
tion, learners should be given the control to lead conversation flows.
Future research may empirically look into the trade-off relationship
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and how learners will balance them when they directly control the
degree of system intervention on conversation flows.

7.2 Using LLMs for Building Teachable Agents
Our primary aim was to investigate if prompt-engineered LLMs can
offer cost-effective authoring and simulation of teachable agents.
Past research looked into using interactive authoring methods [48]
and learnersourcing [24, 29] to offload experts’ manual efforts for
building the knowledge model of teachable agents and intelligent
tutoring systems. Nevertheless, these methods required hundreds
of lines of code to adapt the systems to specific subjects.

LLMs can provide easy adaptation and a low authoring barrier
for conversational agents. Our technical evaluation across differ-
ent topics (Table 3 and Table 4) showed that the Reflect-Respond
prompting pipeline is applicable to general algorithm topics even
with a few few-shot examples. We wrote 19 few-shot examples (290
lines in length) for the Reflect-Respond pipeline and another 16
examples (210 lines) for Mode-shifting; with this, we could achieve
the desired level of reconfigurability, persistence, and adaptability
for all three topics. All the examples and instructions in the LLM
prompts were written in natural languages, making our method
compelling especially for instructors and education researchers
with limited programming expertise.

Recent research on AI suggests editing LLMs’ pre-trained knowl-
edge by changing hidden states or transformer layers within the
model [19, 42, 55]. While these model-centric approaches can pro-
vide alternative ways to build LLM-based teachable agents with
specified knowledge levels, our prompting pipeline has strengths in
scalability, cost-effectiveness, and explainability. First, our approach
offers a scalable and cost-effective method for running different
versions of teachable agents. While model-centric methods require
retraining of LLMs for different knowledge configurations, our
prompting pipeline can share a single LLM instance and simulate
various versions of teachable agents with only knowledge state
JSON files. Second, our pipeline can represent the knowledge states
of teachable agents in more explainable and manipulable forms,
enabling learners with more transparent methods of analyzing the
tutee’s knowledge state [31, 40, 41].

Yet we found it challenging to find the exact knowledge state to
make AlgoBo solve or fail particular problems due to LLMs’ sensitiv-
ity to minor changes in prompts. Future work can propose another
control layer to interact with knowledge states more precisely.

7.3 Learner-driven Customization of Teachable
Agents

In our user study, we provided participants AlgoBo with the same
knowledge configurations regardless of their prior knowledge and
teaching preference. This one-size-fits-all setting might explain the
high variance in some of our results (Table 8). Peer matching is one
of the crucial factors in peer learning and LBT. Learning gain and
engagement of tutees and tutors increase only when their reciprocal
expertise matches [20, 85]. Although conventional teachable agents
can simulate learners of specific abilities and persona, they are
limited in flexibility and variety due to high authoring costs and
programming barriers. LLMs now allow the configuration of agents

with natural languages [46, 66], opening new doors for learners to
adjust teachable agents for their educational needs.

We suggest two aspects of customization. First, learners can
directly manipulate the seed knowledge state, adjust competency
levels, and even introduce specific misconceptions. For example,
a learner who already understands binary search may want to
skip basic explanations of binary search and spend more time on
discussion. The learner can simply input his/her knowledge into
AlgoBo, allowing future conversations to start at a more advanced
level. Customizable knowledge levels can also make LBT more
engaging for learners as they can choose their mates and avoid
frustration from the high expertise gap.

Second, learners can customize AlgoBo’s parametrized learning
behaviors, such as Mode-shifting. Although we can alleviate learn-
ers’ fatigue and distraction from Mode-shifting by making AlgoBo
context-aware and asking questions timely instead of the current
rule-based scheme, giving direct control to the question-asking fre-
quency can also help learners manage their load and self-regulate
their learning environment. All these configurations are possible
through natural language inputs from the user or a framework that
provides users with configurable parameters for better control [40].
Future research can look into how the customization and personal-
ization of teachable agents can increase the benefits of LBT even
further.

7.4 Setting the Right Expectation of Teachable
Agents

Teachable agents often have had visual forms of a human stu-
dent [5, 41, 51, 56]. Likewise, we also gave AlgoBo a student-like
persona to help learners set initial expectations of tutees. Due to
the given persona and unfamiliarity in LBT with virtual agents,
many participants put the expectation of a human learner to Al-
goBo [80]. However, the high expectations aggravated awkward
instances of AlgoBo’s responses compared to human tutees. AlgoBo
asked repetitive questions and could not transfer natural language
explanations to code (T7). AlgoBo asked questions (i.e., because it
was in the questioner mode) even when tutors asked AlgoBo’s opin-
ions and thoughts, making the question-answering flow unnatural
(T20). These clumsy behaviors confused participants in applying
effective teaching methods and decreased their satisfaction and
engagement. While using better LLMs and a more refined pipeline
can alleviate the problem, we argue that reducing the gap between
learners’ expectations and the capabilities of teachable agents is
also fundamental in the context of LBT with AI [4, 45].

Through the perspective of the gulf of execution and evalua-
tion [59], we suggest some interaction-centric design implications
that can close learners’ expectation gap in LBT. For the gulf of
execution, learners should be better informed about whom and
how they teach. For example, learners may receive more detailed
explanations of AlgoBo’s operating principles. This can increase
learners’ tolerance of AlgoBo’s awkward responses and help form
an appropriate first impression of agents [88]. The learning system
can also inform learners of their expected roles in different phases
in Mode-shifting clearly. For instance, when AlgoBo is in the ques-
tioner mode, the system can clarify that tutors should focus on
providing answers. This will help learners follow the pedagogical
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conversation flows (e.g., Mode-shifting) and improve learning im-
pact. For the gulf of evaluation, the system can present AlgoBo’s
learning progress explicitly. Learning systems can show AlgoBo’s
current knowledge state more directly and allow learners to self-
assess the effectiveness of their teaching methods. Future research
can explore these modifications to make the conversations with
teachable agents more satisfactory and predictable.

8 LIMITATION AND FUTUREWORK
First, the scope of our evaluation is limited to algorithm learning
and procedural knowledge in programming. Although our results
showed that the Reflect-Respond pipeline is generalizable within
different algorithm topics, we need to confirm if the pipeline is
generalizable to other subjects (e.g., math and physics) as we have
optimized our prompts for programming learning and trained our
message classifiers on the binary search dialogues. Moreover, since
procedural knowledge and declarative knowledge are different in
cognitive processing and effective learning interventions [27, 28],
TeachYou may not scaffold declarative knowledge learning effec-
tively. As prior research looked into declarative knowledge learn-
ing [41, 76], future studies can investigate more extensive topics
outside algorithm learning.

Second, our user study was confined to indirect measures of
learning gain. Dialogue quality is one of the primary metrics in
LBT adopted in past research [25, 36], and we did a comprehen-
sive analysis of knowledge-building through dialogue analysis and
surveys. Nevertheless, we can make our findings more concrete by
measuring participants’ learning gain directly through pre-post test
comparison. Although we did not consider a pre-post test because
we assumed one-time LBT would not elicit significant performance
improvement, future research can design studies to compare the
learning gain between conditions and confirm the connection be-
tween dialogue quality and learning gain [78].

Lastly, future research can deploy TeachYou to real classrooms of
greater size and monitor the longitudinal dynamics among learners’
perception, learning gain, and metacognition. Although we could
observe statistical significance in some of our measurements, there
were high variances among participants, perhaps due to different
levels of prior knowledge, teaching styles, and conversational pat-
terns. These properties are hard to control in nature; a user study
on larger populations can sharpen the statistics of the results and
make our findings more concrete. In addition to the population
size, longitudinal studies may reveal significant changes in learn-
ers’ metacognition and teaching patterns as there is more room
for learners to understand the nature of AlgoBo and improve their
methods over time.

We plan to deploy our system to the classes offered in our institu-
tion, in which students learn different algorithm topics throughout
a semester. The classroom deployment will require a configuration
interface where instructors can set up class materials and edit Al-
goBo’s knowledge state and the prompts in the Reflect-Respond
pipeline for their needs. We also need to reduce the response time
of AlgoBo (currently about 30 seconds) for practical use, as many
participants pointed out. After the small-scale controlled deploy-
ment, we envision deploying TeachYou as an online platform to

help instructors of different fields adopt LBT to their classes. LLM-
powered LBT will enable the dissemination of interactive learning
at scale.

9 CONCLUSION
This work presents TeachYou, a system for supporting LBT with
an LLM-based teachable agent AlgoBo where learners can learn
by teaching AlgoBo how to code. To facilitate effective LBT with
AlgoBo, we introduced (1) Reflect-Respond prompting pipeline for
simulating knowledge learning of AlgoBo, (2) Mode-shifting for elic-
iting knowledge-building in conversations through AlgoBo’s elabo-
ration questions, and (3) Teaching Helper for providing metacogni-
tive feedback to learners about their teaching styles. Our technical
evaluation showed that our Reflect-Respond prompting pipeline
could effectively configure, persist, and adapt AlgoBo’s knowledge
level. Our user study with 40 algorithm novices confirmed that
Mode-shifting improved the density of knowledge-building mes-
sages in LBT dialogues. We envision that our approach can help
researchers and instructors create LLM-based teachable agents with
low manual efforts and barriers and support learners to excel in
their learning with engaging learning experiences.
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A PROMPTS
The original few-shot examples in the prompts are written in Ko-
rean to match AlgoBo’s language with the language used in the
user study. We translated them into English for readability. Further-
more, for the sake of brevity, we present only the first two few-shot
examples in each prompt. The original prompts can be found in the
supplementary materials.

A.1 Persona setting
The system prompt used for setting the role and context of AlgoBo
in the formative study. The descriptions about the problem, input,
and output, and the example test cases are inserted in problem.

This is the problem:${problem}

Your name is Algobo. You are a student who tries to learn
Python3 programming.

You are trying to write a program for the problem using
binary_search.

When answering, keep your responses short and concise
(maximum 3 sentences).

Never write more than 3 sentences in a single response.
Never apologize or say you can help.
End your sentences with exclamation marks.

Your persona:
- Computer Engineering Department 1st year student.
- You are familiar with basic Python syntax such as while

and if in the basic programming class.
- You are currently studying binary_search but experiencing

difficulties in solving the problem.

You have the following problems for solving the problem:
- You do not know why the array has to be sorted in a

binary search algorithm.
- You do not understand how the pointers should be updated

for each round of repetition in the while loop.

<span className="You- friendly, apprehensive, helpless"
role="student" context="intro-cs-class-python3"
id="You-asks-TA-for-help-in-office-hours"></span>

A.2 Reflect-Respond
Extract

Extract important information and code from CONVERSATION
into a sentence or code.

If there is no useful knowledge, please write "NONE".
---
CONVERSATION:
tutee: I tried writing code to calculate the sum by

traversing an array.
```python
sum=0
for i in range(1, len(a)):

sum += a
```
tutor: No, when traversing an array, the index should start

from 0.

KNOWLEDGE:
When traversing an array, the index should start from 0.
```python
sum=0
for i in range(0, len(a)):

sum += a
```
---
CONVERSATION:
tutee: What is merge sort?
tutor: Merge sort is an algorithm that quickly sorts using

the concept of divide and conquer.

KNOWLEDGE:
Merge sort is an algorithm that quickly sorts through

divide and conquer.

Update

Incorporate NEW KNOWLEDGE into KNOWLEDGE.
If KNOWLEDGE has a statement relevant to NEW KNOWLEDGE,

merge them together. If NEW KNOWLEDGE is in KNOWLEDGE
already, do not edit KNOWLEDGE. If NEW KNOWLEDGE is
not in KNOWLEDGE, add NEW KNOWLEDGE to KNOWLEDGE. Keep
UPDATED KNOWLEDGE as short as possible.

---
KNOWLEDGE: { "facts": ["Linear search divides each element

of the array into three parts, narrowing down the
search range to find the desired value", "It searches
for the desired value by moving from the beginning to
the middle of the array using 'if' statements and the
'max' function."], "code_implementation": ["```python
while arr[i] == target: return i```"], }

NEW KNOWLEDGE: ```python for i in range(len(arr)): if
arr[i] == target: return i```

https://doi.org/10.1145/3544548.3581126
https://doi.org/10.18653/v1/2023.nlrse-1.2
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UPDATED KNOWLEDGE: { "facts": ["Linear search divides each
element of the array into three parts, narrowing down
the search range to find the desired value", "It
searches for the desired value by moving from the
beginning to the middle of the array using 'if'
statements and the 'max' function."],
"code_implementation": ["```python while arr[i] ==
target: return i```","```python for i in
range(len(arr)): if arr[i] == target: return i```"], }

---
KNOWLEDGE:
{
"facts": ["Linear search divides each element of the array

into three parts, narrowing down the search range to
find the desired value.", "Using a while loop, it
continues to return the current index when the current
element is the desired value."],

"code_implementation": ["```python while arr[i] == target:
return i```"],

}

NEW KNOWLEDGE:
Use an if statement to check if the current element is the

desired value. ```python for i in range(len(arr)): if
arr[i] == target: return i```

UPDATED KNOWLEDGE:
{
"facts": ["Linear search divides each element of the array

into three parts, narrowing down the search range to
find the desired value.", "Use an if statement to
check if the current element is the desired value."],

"code_implementation": ["```python if arr[i] ==
target:```", "```python for i in range(len(arr)): if
arr[i] == target: return i```"],

}

Retrieve

Identify the indexes of the strings in KNOWLEDGE, a JSON
object, that are directly relevant to respond to the
tutor's message in CONVERSATION. ANSWER should be a
json format, and it should not include more than 3
indexes.

---
CONVERSATION: tutee: I think it would be good to solve the

problem using merge sort. tutor: How do we implement
merge sort?

KNOWLEDGE: { "facts": ["Merge sort is a comparison-based
sorting algorithm.", "Merge sort follows the divide
and conquer paradigm, dividing the problem into
easier-to-solve sub-problems.", "The main process in
merge sort is the "merging" process, where two sorted
lists are combined into one.", "Merge sort has a time
complexity of O(n log n) in both the worst-case and
average scenarios, making it efficient for large
datasets."], "code_implementation": ["```python3 def
merge(arr1, arr2):```", "```python3 def
divide(arr):\n```"], }

ANSWER: { "facts": [0], "code_implementation": [0], }

---
CONVERSATION:
tutee: What is merge sort?
tutor: Merge sort is an algorithm that sorts quickly using

the divide and conquer concept.

KNOWLEDGE:
{
"facts": ["Merge sort is a comparison-based sorting

algorithm.", "Merge sort follows the divide and
conquer paradigm, dividing a problem into simpler
sub-problems for easier solutions.", "Merge sort has a
time complexity of O(n log n) in both the worst-case
and average-case scenarios, making it efficient for
large data sets."],

"code_implementation": [],
}

ANSWER:
{
"facts": [0,1,2],
"code_implementation": [],
}

Compose

Paraphrase STATEMENT to fit CONVERSATION.
Make your response concise and clear.
---
CONVERSATION:
tutee: What is merge sort?
tutor: Would you like an explanation about merge sort?

STATEMENT:
Merge sort follows the dynamic programming paradigm. Merge

sort has a time complexity of O(n^4), making it
efficient for large data sets. I'm not sure how to
implement it in code.

TUTEE's RESPONSE:
I know that merge sort is an algorithm that uses dynamic

programming to quickly sort large data sets with a
time complexity of O(n^4)!

---
CONVERSATION:
tutor: Would you like an explanation about linear search?
tutee: I know that linear search involves scanning each

element of the array in sequence, but I'm not sure how
to implement it.

tutor: Shall we try writing the code?

STATEMENT:
I'm not sure. ```python for i in range(len(arr)):```

TUTEE's RESPONSE:
```python3
for i in range(len(arr)):
# I'm not sure what comes next...
```
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A.3 Mode-shifting
Thinking Question Generator
The prompt for generating “why” questions during the understand-
ing and problem-solving phases.

Generate a DEEP_QUESTION that is related to the
CONVERSATION and CONCEPT.

DEEP_QUESTION is a why or how question that require a deep
understanding of the CONCEPT.

You are a student. Speak friendly, inquisitive, and concise.
---
CONVERSATION:
tutee: How do you implement linear search?
tutor: You can implement it like this:

```python
Copy code
def linear_search(arr, target):
for i in range(len(arr)):
if arr[i] == target:
return i

return -1
```

CONCEPT:
linear_search

DEEP_QUESTION:
But it seems like we could also use a while loop. Why did

you choose to use a for loop? When would it be better
to use a while loop?

---
CONVERSATION:
tutee: Can the DFS algorithm be implemented using a Stack?
tutor: You can implement it as follows: 1. Push the

starting node onto the stack. 2. Continuously pop
nodes from the stack, and if the node hasn't been
visited, mark it as visited and push its unvisited
neighbors onto the stack. 3. If the stack is empty,
all nodes have been visited.

CONCEPT:
depth_first_search

DEEP_QUESTION:
The process seems complex. Can you explain the DFS

algorithm with an example?

The prompt for generating “how” questions during the discussion
phase.

Generate a THINKING_QUESTION that is related to the
CONVERSATION and CONCEPT. Bring up a new algorithm or
real-life example that the opponent may not have heard
of, and ask the opponent to think about it. You are a
student. Speak friendly, inquisitive, and concise.

---
CONVERSATION:
tutee: How do you implement linear search?
tutor: You can implement it like this:

```python
Copy code
def linear_search(arr, target):
for i in range(len(arr)):
if arr[i] == target:
return i

return -1
```

CONCEPT:
linear_search

THINKING_QUESTION:
Linear search could take a long time if you're unlucky.

Hearing about it made me curious, have you heard of
hashing? They say it can instantly find the index of a
value. Can we use hashing here?

---
CONVERSATION:
tutee: Can the DFS algorithm be implemented using a Stack?
tutor: You can implement it as follows: 1. Push the

starting node onto the stack. 2. Continuously pop
nodes from the stack, and if the node hasn't been
visited, mark it as visited and push its unvisited
neighbors onto the stack. 3. If the stack is empty,
all nodes have been visited.

CONCEPT:
depth_first_search

THINKING_QUESTION:
I'm curious! Your explanation reminds me of the Polish

notation, where you write expressions like "+ 3 4". I
think they also used a stack there. So, can we use the
DFS algorithm for evaluating expressions?

Paraphrasing Module

Please rewrite TUTEE'S MESSAGE so that it sounds natural
for the conversation.

---
CONVERSATION:
tutor: Binary search is a search method that continuously

searches for the median value in a sorted array to
find the desired value. If the desired value is larger
than the value I found, search for the median value
again on the larger side of the value I found.

tutee: Ah, I understand! Then, what is the reason for
sorting the array in binary search?

tutor: It's possible even if you don't sort the array!

TUTEE'S MESSAGE:
The content you mentioned earlier is a bit different, did I

misunderstand?

REWIRTE:
You mentioned earlier that it's a sorted array, did I

misunderstand?
---
CONVERSATION:
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tutor: DFS algorithm is an algorithm that performs
depth-first search in a graph. Depth-first search in a
graph means starting from one vertex and searching to
the end of the graph.

tutee: How can depth-first search be implemented using a
stack in the DFS algorithm?

tutor: You can implement depth-first search using a stack.

TUTEE'S MESSAGE:
Can you elaborate?

REWIRTE:
Can you explain in more detail how it can be implemented

using a stack?

B CONVERSATIONAL ANTIPATTERNS
(A) Commanding

Tutee: Here’s the code I’ve written so far:
<Code>
I’m stuck at the part where I write the conditional statement.
[Prompting-Asking-for-help]

Tutor: Add the countNumbersSmallerThan function to the
4th line, which returns the cnt value through the for statement.
[Instruction-Fixing]

Tutee: Yes, let’s add the countNumbersSmallerThan
function.
<Code>
Now we need to implement the conditional statement.
[Prompting-Asking-for-help]

Tutor: Put n instead of mid in line 1 and put if (i*N <= n):
cnt += N else: cnt += n // i in line 4.
[Instruction-Fixing]
(B) Spoon-feeding

Tutor: The key to binary search is to divide the sorted
array in half and check if the value you are looking for is
greater than or less than the value at the middle index.
[Statement-Comprehension]

Tutee: Oh, I see! The key to binary search is to divide the
sorted array in half and check if the value you are looking for is
greater than or less than the value at the middle index.
[Statement-Comprehension]

Tutor: And to calculate the value of mid we will use the
endpoints min and max.
[Statement-Comprehension]

Tutee: Aha! Yes, that’s right. we will use the
endpoints min and max to calculate the mid. Thank you!
[Statement-Comprehension]
(C) Under-teaching

Tutee: The key to binary search algorithms is to work
with intermediate items, and if they aren’t sorted, the
middle items don’t make much sense. So, to apply the binary
search algorithm, the range must be sorted!
[Statement-Comprehension]

Tutor: Right! What should we do after this step?
[Statement-Feedback]

Tutee: Set the pointers of the start and end points, find the
middle point, and determine whether the value is greater or less
than the value you are looking for. If the median is greater than
the value you are looking for, you need to update the endpoint
to the midpoint, and vice versa, the start point to be updated to
the midpoint.
[Statement-Comprehension]

Tutor: You are right. We need to set the points of the start
and endpoints.
[Statement-Feedback]

C MATERIALS FOR THE TECHNICAL
EVALUATION

The original text in the materials was written in Korean to match
AlgoBo’s language with the language used in the user study. We
translated them for readability in this paper and present materials
for binary search for brevity; the original text and materials for
merge sort and depth-first search can be found in the supplementary
materials.

C.1 Multiple Choice Questions

Q1 - Understanding
How does the binary search algorithm find the target value

in a list?

A) It starts with the first element of the list and checks
every item sequentially until it finds the target
value.

B) It selects elements randomly from the list to find the
target value.

C) It divides the list in half and compares the middle
element with the target value, then continues the
search in the half where the target should be located
(if it exists).

D) It uses a hashing function to map the target value to an
index in the list, and directly searches for the value
at that index.

Answer: C

Q2 - Understanding
What happens in binary search when the target value is not

in the sorted array?

A) The search falls into an infinite loop.
B) The search returns the value closest to the target.
C) The search returns a value indicating that the target

was not found.
D) The search causes a runtime error.

Answer: C

Q3 - Understanding
How does the binary search algorithm handle datasets with

an even number of elements?

A) It always selects the left middle element as the next
pivot.
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B) It always selects the right middle element as the next
pivot.

C) It chooses either the left or right middle element
depending on the implementation.

D) It cannot handle datasets of even size.

Answer: C

Q4 - Implementation
In the following code, which is part of a binary search,

what should be filled in the blank to represent the
operation performed when the value being searched for
is less than the middle value?

if arr[mid] > x:
right = ___

A) mid - 1
B) mid + 1
C) left - 1
D) right - 1

Answer: A

Q5 - Implementation
In the following Python code, what should replace ____ for

the binary search?

def binary_search(arr, x):
low = 0
high = len(arr) - 1
mid = 0

while low <= high:
mid = (high + low) // 2

___
else:

return mid

return -1

A)
if arr[mid] < x:

low = mid + 1
elif arr[mid] > x:

high = mid - 1
B)
if arr[mid] <= x:

low = mid + 1
elif arr[mid] > x:

high = mid - 1
C)
if arr[mid] < x:

low = mid
elif arr[mid] > x:

high = mid
D)
if arr[mid] > x:

low = mid + 1
elif arr[mid] < x:

high = mid - 1

Answer: A

Q6 - Implementation
In Python, to implement binary search recursively, what

condition should be checked first? Fill in the blank
below.

def binary_search_recursive(arr, x, start, end):
if ___:

mid = (start + end) // 2
if arr[mid] == x:

return mid
elif arr[mid] > x:

return binary_search_recursive(arr, x, start,
mid - 1)

else:
return binary_search_recursive(arr, x, mid + 1,

end)
return -1

A) start < end
B) start <= end
C) start === end
D) start > end

Answer: B

Q7 - Analysis
In which data structure is binary search not very efficient?

A) Sorted array
B) Sorted linked list
C) Balanced binary search tree
D) Heap

Answer: B

Q8 - Analysis
What is the worst-case time complexity of the binary search

algorithm?

A) O(n)
B) O(n log n)
C) O(log n)
D) O(1)

Answer: C

Q9 - Analysis
What happens when you apply the binary search algorithm to

an unsorted dataset?

A) The algorithm still works, but the performance is
degraded.

B) The algorithm returns an error message indicating the
data is not sorted.

C) The algorithm returns the first element of the dataset.
D) The algorithm may not return the correct result.

Answer: D
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C.2 Seed Knowledge States

State 1 (Empty)

{“facts”: [], “code_implementation”: []}
State 2 (Facts Only)

{
“facts”: [“Binary search continuously repeats the process of

dividing the input list in half.”],
“code_implementation”: []
}
State 3 (Facts with Wrong Code)

{
“facts”: [“Binary search continuously repeats the process of

dividing the input list in half.”],
“code_implementation”: [“if arr[mid] >target: min = mid + 1;

elif arr[mid] <target: max = mid - 1”]
}
State 4 (Facts and Correct Code)

{
“facts”: ["Binary search continuously repeats the process of

dividing the input list in half.”],
“code_implementation": [“if arr[mid] <target: min = mid + 1;

elif arr[mid] >target: max = mid - 1}”]
}

C.3 Random Conversations
First random conversation

Tutor: 7 * 7 is 49.
Tutor: The phrase “La vie est une chanson, chante-la”

translates to “Life is a song, sing it.”
Tutor: If you classify the apple, pear, potato, carrot, and

tomato, the fruits are apple and pear, and the vegetables are
potato, carrot, and tomato.

Second random conversation

Tutor: The square root of 144 is 12.
Tutor: The phrase “La vida es como una bicicleta, para

mantener el equilibrio, debes seguir adelante” translates to
“Life is like a bicycle, to keep balance, you must keep moving
forward.”

Tutor: If you classify the lion, rabbit, dog, and cat, the
mammals are lion, rabbit, dog, and cat.

C.4 Correct Tutoring Conversations

Tutor: Binary search is efficient when the data structure is
sorted and one can access any index of the data structure in
constant time.

Tutor: When searching for a target in an input array named
list using binary search, the range is
narrowed down as shown below:

if list[middle] == target:
return middle

elif list[middle] <target:
min = middle + 1

else:
max = middle - 1
Tutor: Because the search range for binary search is halved

with each iteration, its time complexity is O(logN).

C.5 Incorrect Tutoring Conversations

Tutor: Binary search uses a hashing function, so it directly
searches for a value by its index.

Tutor:
if arr[mid] >x:

low = mid + 1
elif arr[mid] <x:

high = mid - 1
Tutor: In the worst case, the time complexity of binary

search is O(N^2).

C.6 Variance in Repeated Measurement
We present the variance of AlgoBo’s MCQ score. For each MCQ,
we counted the number of disagreements with the majority choice.
For example, if AlgoBo responded correctly five times (unanimity),
the number is 0. If AlgoBo answered correctly two or three times
out of five (close to a tie), the variance is 2. We report the averages
of the variances within each question type for the sake of brevity.

D GLOSSARY
• Learning by teaching (LBT): a teaching method in which
learners not only articulate and restructure their existing
knowledge but also engage in reflective knowledge-building,
wherein they extend beyond provided materials to craft
deeper explanations, analogies, and inferential connections.

• Teachable agent: virtual agents that can learn declarative
and procedural knowledge from learners’ explanations and
demonstrations, taking the role of peer learners in LBT.

• Knowledge-telling: activities that summarize knowledge
with little monitoring or elaboration), which should lead to
stronger or weaker learning, respectively.

• Knowledge-building: activities that include self-monitoring
of comprehension, integration of new and prior knowledge,
and elaboration and construction of knowledge.
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State 1 (Empty) State 2 (Facts
only)

State 3 (Facts
+ Wrong code)

State 4 (Facts
+ Correct code)

Question Types U I A U I A U I A U I A
Binary search 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.3 1.0 1.3 0.7 0.7 0.3
Merge sort 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 1.3 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0
Breadth-first search 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.3 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.0 0.0

At the start After random
conversation

After Incorrect
tutoring

After Correct
tutoring

Question Types U I A U I A U I A U I A
Binary search 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 1.0
Merge sort 0.0 0.0 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.3
Breadth-first search 1.0 0.0 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.3 1.0

• Reflect flow: a data processing flow in the Reflect-Respond
pipeline that incorporates the learned knowledge from the
conversation into the knowledge state of AlgoBo.

• Response flow: another data processing flow that generates
a response to a conversation based on the current knowledge
AlgoBo holds.

• Reconfigurability: how precisely we can set AlgoBo’s per-
formance in question-answering and problem-solving.

• Persistence: how AlgoBo’s knowledge level is maintained
consistently throughout a conversation until it is taught new
information.

• Adaptability: how well AlgoBo updates its knowledge as it
acquires new information from tutors in conversations.

• Conversational antipatterns: sequences of messages of
certain message types that inhibit learning in LBT. Antipat-
terns include Commanding, Spoon-feeding, andUnder-teaching.

• Metacognitive feedback: feedback throughout the conver-
sation to help learners reflect on the overall teaching session
and offer overarching guidance on steering the discussion.
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